The most common major liver resection for metastatic disease is a formal right hepatic lobectomy, whose accepted technique involves fairly vigorous manipulation and retraction of the liver prior to and even during removal; examination of malignant cells during either conventional or modified techniques (the so-called anterior approach to right hepatic lobectomy) might provide an answer to this technical question.
Finally, Turnbull described in 1975 4 the "no-touch technique" for open colon resection, specifically to avoid tumor shedding from the primary cancer during operation. A reexamination of that technique, analogous to the anterior "no-manipulation" approach for liver surgery implied by this manuscript, may shed further light on the subject.
Clearly, more work is needed to clarify what are interesting preliminary findings. Large-scale prospective studies are necessary to confirm the clinical significance of circulating epithelial tumor cells identified by assays such as RT-PCR of keratins. A prospective approach with controlled patient entry and interventions may ultimately offer to the surgical and medical oncologist various options that are better founded on stringent scientific principles; if improved surgery and more precise selection of patients for adjuvant therapy are forthcoming, those contributions will be significant.
